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Keeping up with the latest technology and trends to manage your warehouse operations can be challenging. As Warehouse Solutions 

consultants, we take a holistic approach to solving operational and supply chain complexities. We blend our in-house expertise with 

our network of industry partners to provide the best technology and the right mix of equipment. Our goal is to provide integrated 

solutions engineered to maximize throughput and decrease operational costs while also positioning your business for future growth.

CUSTOMIZED SOLUTIONS — ENGINEERED FOR YOUR SUCCESS.

»    Comprehensive on-site audits and assessments to streamline processes

»    Full warehouse design and planning, customized for your specific needs

»     Best equipment fleet to maximize throughput

»    Insights into intralogistics trends and latest industry technology

»    Warehouse redesign, relocation and consolidation to improve existing operations

»    Complete project management delivering on time and on budget

»    Installation support and user training to minimize downtime

»    Broad range of industry-leading warehouse equipment and supplies



From our warehouse systems 

engineers to intralogistics experts,  

we provide the best plan to meet your 

specific needs. We can also redesign 

your existing warehouse to maximize 

throughput and productivity. 

INTEGRATED WAREHOUSE SOLUTIONS — ALL UNDER ONE ROOF.

We break down every aspect of 

your supply chain and develop 

process improvements to increase 

production, control inventory and 

incorporate automation — saving 

you time and money.

We are your integrators, leading your warehouse design project to make sure all systems work well together. Our approach 

is centered on assembling the right people, the latest technology and the best equipment to build a customized warehouse 

solution that helps you optimize space and reduce costs. Our solutions focus on six main areas:

We help you adopt automated systems  

and vehicles, transponders and other 

technology to take control of your 

warehouse, making your supply chain 

more efficient, reducing labor costs  

and increasing productivity. 
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Staying on schedule and on budget 

is our priority. Our team builds 

the project plan and manages the 

coordination, preparation and 

implementation of your warehouse 

project throughout the entire process. 

The right mix of equipment is critical  

to an optimized warehouse. We provide  

a vast range of industry-leading 

equipment, conveyors and retrieval 

systems as well as other warehouse 

supplies for your operation. 

Our team will assist in integrating your 

order fulfillment technologies allowing 

your Warehouse Management Systems 

(WMS) to communicate to your lift 

truck equipment for better operational 

tracking and control. 

IMPLEMENTATIONEQUIPMENT INTEGRATION



EQDepot.com  |  888.EQDEPOT

From pallet racks to mezzanines, and conveyors to cabinets, we provide complete storage systems 

and supplies to meet all your warehouse requirements. No need to spend countless hours shopping 

multiple sources, we have already done the work — saving you time and money.

»    Automated Systems

»    Battery Handling

»    Conveyors

»    Material Handling

YOUR ONE-STOP SHOP FOR WAREHOUSE STORAGE AND SUPPLIES.

»    Mezzanines

»    Mobile Shelving

»    Modular Drawer Cabinets

»    Safety Equipment

»    Racking

»    Vertical Lifts

»    Workstations

»    Wire Decking
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